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Abstract: The paper is based in the experience gained with the Co-
frentes Nuclear Power Station Project. Originally, the sta
tion had two spent fuel storage pools, in the fuel build-~
ing, plus a little pool inside the containment, and all
were to be fitted with extensive aluminum storage racks
with a total capacity for 1+1/3 cores. Due to the present
world situation with regard to the "back-end" of the fuel
cycle, it was decided to enlarge the pools size and to
change the design of the racks, to obtain a final storage
capacity of 5+1/t cores, so covering over 18 years of
operation. The changes introduced in the project, as well
as its costs, and the possibilities of election still open
are examined in the paper.



COSTS ANP IMPLICATIONS OF A BIDDLE-TERH PROGRAM FOR STORAGE OF SPEHT
FUEL 111 A NUCLEAR POWER STATION

Í. Introduction

This paper describes the solution adopted in the Cofrentes Nu
clear Power Station with regard to the short and middle-term svorage
of spent fuel. All along the paper it will be made a presentation of
the implications and costs that the enlargement of the initial stora_
ge capacity has had on the design of the fuel building, the pools
and its related systems.

The Cofrentes Station, owned by Hidroeléctrica EspaSola, S.A.
(HIDROLA), is equiped with a boiling water reactor, BSR-6, and has a
gross electrical power of 975 MW. The Station is sited near the Town
of Cofrentes, province of Valencia, and will have a containment type
Mark III.Commercial operation is scheduled for mid 1981, and the pre_
sent construction stage is 35% (first of June 1978). Figure 1 shows
the general lay-out of the Station and there can be seen the relati-
ve position of the fuel building.

Fuel building, as seen in Figure 2, is placed adjacent to the
reactor building (southwards) and is part of the Mark III multiba-
rrier containment system, consisting of the primary containment and
secondary fission product barriers (shield building, auxiliary buil-
ding and fuel building). Fuel building provides for the receiving of
new fuel, the storage of new and spent fuel, the preparation and
servicing of fuel, the transfer of new fuel to the reactor servicing
pools within the reactor building, transfer of spent fuel from reac-
tor building to the storage pools.in fuel building (this two trans-
fers are accomplished through an inclined fuel transfer tube communi_
eating both buildings and ending in an area of the fuel building
pools isolated by gates, or transfer pool). Other areas of the fuel
storage pools, also separated by gates, are used for loading and de-
contamination of spent fuel casks, for off-site shipping. The pro-
cess system equipment for maintaining the temperature and quality of
water for the fuel building pools and for the upper containment pool
is located within the fuel building too.

2. Initial conditions

In the original project, the two spent fuel storage pools in
the fuel building had a size of 5.86x10.97 and 5.26x10.97 m, and we-
re to be fitted with racks of the standard General Electric Co. de-
sign. These racks, all aluminum made, and with capacity to store 10
spent fuel elements each, were supported by an auxiliary frame struc
ture (installation kit) anchored to the pools walls. Adecuate sub-
criticality was achieved by physical separation between the fuel ele_
ments, ar.d the total storage capacity amounted to 770 positions, in_
eluding the 160 positions available in the little containment pool.
So, if space was to be maintained to unload the core in the reactor
(624 f.assemblies), there remained 146 free positions, in other
words, the original project only provided space to store fuel dis-
charged in one year of operation.

3. Motivations and enlargement criteria adopted

The basic reason for enlarging the spent fuel storage capaci
ty of the Cofrentes Station was to warrant that the present world
problems around the back-end of the nuclear fuel cycle could not
affect, in the short or mid-term, to the Station operation.



But the increasing in the storage space available, from the
initial capacity provided with the G.E. designed aluminium racks to
the present situation has been accomplished in several steps.

In June 1975, though the site work had not started, it was de_
cided to increase the size of the storage pools, which in turn (and
added to the necessity of additional space for some equipments)
brought an enlargement of the fuel building itself. The width (N-S
direction) was kept constant, and the length of the building was au£
nenteđ in 6.8 m. Out of the two storage pools existing inside the
building, the smaller (or narrow) pool remained constant in size,
and the large (or wide) pool was enlarged to the new dimensions of
8.39x10.97, thus increasing the total surface in 27.75 sq.m-, equi-
valent to an increase of 22.75% in the available space for storage.

Then, in Hay 1977, it was decided to change the type of stora
ge racks to be placed in the pools, changing the original extensive
racks by others of more compact design, all stainless steel made,
without any poisons or special neutron absorbers. The new design,
whose main characteristics are given later, was performed by the ame_
rican company NSC.

According to this change, and if all the pools are filled up
with this SS racks, the total spent fuel storage capacity expressed
as number of available positions (each position, one fuel assembly)
remain like this:

Old New
160
370
240
770

240
1880
1144
3264

Containment pool
Hide pool (fuel building)
Narrow pool (fuel buildg.)
Total

Finally,in February 1978, after the design of the new racks
was completed, HIDR0LA asked for bids to some Spanish vendors but on
ly to fabricate racks enough to have 1536 storage positions, i.e.:
part of the total capacity of the pools (see shadowed areas ia Figu-
re 3). In doing this, the station is provided with storage capacity
for 6 years of operation (keeping free space to discharge the reac-
tor core at any time, if needed), and leaving still open an option
which will allow to increase even more (than 3264 positions) the sta_
tion storage capacity, should the necessity azises in the future.

The reason for doing so has been twofold. On one side, the
initial investment in storage racks (not to be used inmediately) is
reduced. On the other side, there are still many uncertainties ahead
(in the coining years) due to the scarcity of reprocessing and cen-
tralized storage facilities. So, the possibility exists that the
spent fuel will have to be retained for a long time at- the station
sites (by building new storage pools separated from the fuel buil-
dings, for instance), and it has been considered that this would re-
present a considerable economic penalty. Then, before using all the
available capacity of the purchased racks, 6 years of operation, it
has to b-e decided on one of the following three options:

- To complete the capacity of the pools using the same racks
as those already contracted (all stainless steel, 7.3" = 18.54 cm
pitch). This will provide capacity for over IB years of operation.
Or to fill only a part, or nothing, of the now remaining space in the
pools, if at the time to take the decision there are reprocessing
services available.

- To complete the capacity of the pools using more compact
racks, with boral or other neutron absorbers, of lower pitch (6.5" =
16.51 cm). This will provide storage capacity for 23 years of opera-
tion.



- To change the stainless steel racks already purchased, by
other more compact racks (with poison) and smaller pitch, and to fill.
with those racks all the space in the pools. This should provide
storage for 25 years of operation (the surface available in the
pools should allow the 3788 necessary positions, with a pitch of
6.5" = 16.51 cm).

In any ease, if Cofrentes Station goes-into commercial opera-
tion in the present scheduled date (Hay 1981), the decision refe-
rred to, will have to be adopted before 19B7, i.e: in 9 years fron
now.

4. Implications

Following is a detailed list of all changes in the de-
sign, supply, and construction of the Station caused by the enlarge-
ment of the storage capacity, and due to both the new fuel building
configuration and the new storage racks«

1. The new compact storage racks have been designed, sll in
stainless steel, and the corresponding nuclear', mechanical, thermal-
hydraulic and radiologie analysis have been performed. An evaluation
was made of the new criticality conditions as well as the capacity
of the cooling and clean-up systems,

2. As the new racks require to be anchored at the pool
floors, and this was not provided in the original design (G.E. racks
were anchored to the walls), the pool liners have been modified
accordingly and the anchor bolts were embedded in the fuel building
mat (pools floors).

3. The supply of the new stainless steel racks has been con-
tracted with an Spanish manufacturer. The original aluminium racks
were to be imported from the U.S.

t. The pools cooling system was reevaluated in 1975 at the
time the enlargement of the pools was accomplished. Then, it was
decided to increase the capacity of the heat exchangers in 10%, but
it was not necessary to increase the number of exchangers, nor the
clean-up system filters. Later, the cooling system was reevaluated
at the time it was decided to go with the SS racks, and it was con-
firmed that there was enough cooling capacity to cool the projected
increased number of fuel assemblies in the pools; the reason being
that the contribution of the long time stored assemblies to the to-
tal heat load was very small,

5. It has been necessary to reevaluate some other equipments
in the fuel building, among them the general purpose 15 Tm crane to
confirm its capacity to handle the new SS racks.

6. The increase in the length of the fuel building brought
the necessity of redesigning and reanalyzing it, the following areas
having been affected:

- Excavations and earth removal
- Foundations and civil works
- Structural and seismic design
- Equipments lay-out
- Pipe and cable routing

7. The changes in the building represent an increase of 15%
in the volume of construction, comprising-the additional 550 Tm of
rebars, 2500 Cu.m of concrete and 42000 man-hours in aanpower. The
increased surface of the enlarged (wide) pool requires an increase
of 5% in the stainless steel liner.



8. Hain characteristics of the new SS racks (Figure *) are
as follows:

Material: stainless steel (304)
Sizes: 8x10, 8x11, 10x10 and 10x11 positions
Channel dimensions: 15.24x15.24x429.8 cm (exter. length)
Pitch: 7.3" = 18.54 cm
Hall thickness: 0,5 cm
Maxiroun weight (10x11 rack) £ 15 Tm

5. Economic evaluation

Following is a presentation of the costs involved in the co-
difications explained previously. It is assumed that all the pools
have been completed with the maximum number of stainless steel racks
which is feasible to accommodate thus obtaining a total storage capa-
city of 3264 fuel assemblies (3024 positions in the fuel building
pools plus 240 positions in the containment pool). Keeping enough
free space to unload the core in the reactor, this givr-s 2640 posi-
tions to store spent fuel assemblies.

This is considered as the nominal or base case, because all
the expenses incurred in enlarging.the fuel building and pools were
aiming to attain the mentionned capacity (3264 positions).

The total.costs of the enlargement, as well as its different
components, are presented in Table I, The cost given for the supply
of the racks means a net value, as the difference between the cost
of the new racks and the cost of the old racks that were taken out
of the main supplier's package. The racks real cost, including both
engineering and fabrication, is estimated in 820 Pts/position,

Therefore, all the costs in Table I.represent the economic
incidence of changing the total storage capacity from its initial
value of 770 positions to the new 3264 positions.

Table II presents the expected fuel discharge secuence for
Cofrentes Station and the way the fuel assemblies are accumulated
in the pools. Keeping always free space for the discharge of the
core in the reactor (624 fuel assemblies) it still remain storage
capacity for over 18 years of operation. And, having this capacity
inside the Station, the need for storaging in external pools is
pushed far into the future, thus meaning some substantial savings
in storage (operating) costs.

In order to evaluate the storage cost in Pesetas/Kilogram,
year as it is usually done in centralized installations, we have
added two columns in Table II showing the kilograms of uranium
accumulated in the pools and the kilogram,year actualized to the
start-up moment, assuming annual reloads, interest rate of 12%, and
that the quantities are moved to the start-up six months after the
discharge from the reactor.

When all the storage pools are filled-up (except for the
reactor core space) it is supposed that the fuel is kept in there
until 20 years (after the start-up date of the Station), in which
moment it is assumed that the installation is completely paid-off
(amortized),

The total quantity actualized to the start results, in kilo-
grams.year, 1,317.610, If the total expenditures of 333.9 millions
of Pesetas are equally actualized to the start, result 469,1
millions of Pesetas. And this gives an equivalent cost, by dividing
both quantities, of 356,02 Ptas/Kg.year (or 4,45 U.S. $/Kg.year,
assuming a rate of change of 1 U.S. $ =• 80 Ptas),



6. Conclusions :

The solution, as above exposed, adopted to face the spent
fuel storage problem in the Cofrentes station, is favourably consi-
dered because it is:

- Economically advantageous, as compared with the published
figures for expected storage cost in centralized storage insta-
llations.

- Flexible enough to be adapted to the alternatives appearing
in the near future.

- Reliable, because independizes plant operation from external
decisions concerning availability of storage services.

- It proves that a middle tern spent fuel storage problem
solution, is technically and economically feasible for power plants
now in the design stage or beginning construction, and that the
operation of these plants should not, in any way, be conditioned by
decisions made by others.



Table I: Expenditures

Racks design
Racks fabrication (incl. transport 6
erection)
Racks anchor bolts
Additional pools liner
Increase in cooling capacity
Equipment re-evaluation

Fuel building engineering revision:

Mechanical
Civil
Electrical E Instrumentation
Hiscelaneous services

Total 61,4

Increase in the building construction:

Rebars
Concrete
Manpower

Total

millions

1 9

1 4 9
1 0

3
6
0

Ptas

, 3

, 1
, 1
, 0
, 3
.B

%

5 , 8

44,7
3 , 0
0 , 9
1 , 9
0 , 2

61,4 18 ,t

83,9 83,9 25,1

Total 333,9 100,0

(Assumed equivalence 1 u.s, $ = 80 Ptas)



Table II: Discharge secuence 6 accumulated total

Reload

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
e
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Discharged
assemblies

ISO
160
128
132
144
140
140
140
140
140
140
140
140
140
140
140
140
140
140
140

Acunulated Fuel

Assemblies

180
340
468
600
744
884

1024
1164
1304
1444
1584
1724
1864
2004
2144
2284
2424
2564
2640
2640

Kg.yearxlO
accumulated to the start-up

27,68
74,36

131,73
197,40
270,11
347,24
427,01
507,97
588,96
669,03
747,45
823,66
897,23
967,85

1035,31 •
1099,47
1160,27
1217,63
1270,43
1317,61
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FIGURE 2 .

FUEL BUILDING - OPERATIONS FLOOR
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FIGURE 3.

STORAGE RACKS DISPOSITION
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F IGURE 4 .

FUEL STORAGE RACK (10x10)


